
2 x Coil Spring
Cushions

 1 x Back RailD E

E

1 x Cushion CoverF

1 x Center Brace 2 x ArmsG H 2 x Throw PillowsI

 1 x Front Rail1 x Seat Deck1 x Seat Back
Package Contents

Your couch comes packaged in one box.  Carefully remove all of 
the components from the packaging and set aside for assembly.

Convert-a-Couch
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Carefully cut the packing straps using scissors.  
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Step 1

Assembly Instructions

DO NOT use any sharp 
objects to open plastic 

wrapped components as 
damage to product or 

components may result.

CAUTION:
Tighten all components 

securely before use. Failure
to do so may result in 

personal injury.
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Step 2

Step 3



Unzip the Cushion Cover (F) and place the 2 Pocket Coil Cushions (E) into the Cushion 
Cover.  Slide the assembled cushion onto the Seat Back (A) and Seat Deck (B) sections.  Colors 
and styles may vary.
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Step 4

Step 5

Step 6



Unzip the pillow covers and insert the included pillow filler and padding.  
On some models: The armrest pillows need to be unzipped and filled using the included pading inserts.

A�ach the hook and loop strings on the Back 
Cushion Cover onto the hook and loop strings 
on the back rail.

Hook the front clips on the Seat Cushion 
Cover (F) onto the back of the Seat Frame 
bar.
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Step 9



Updated 6.14.2013

Your Convert-a-Couch style may differ from images.
Care for your furniture. Vacuum cushions regularly.  
Clean any stains or spots with mild soap and cold water.

Ready to sit!

Pull downwards on the seat deck until it is flat 
and locks into the seated position.

Pull up on the Seat Deck until it clicks twice and 
locks vertically.  Stop at one click if you want the 
seat to be more reclined.

Convert the Bed to a Couch

Gently let the unlocked vertical seat deck 
down so it is laying flat.  It is now ready 
to sleep!

Push against the vertical seat deck until 
it clicks (1 or 2 times) and unlocks.

Pull up on the Seat Deck until it stops in 
a vertical position.  The Backrest will now 
be laying flay.

Convert the Couch to a Bed
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Do not return product to retail store.
Call Customer Support: 866-238-0531
Mon-Fri 8:00am - 4:30pm CST
customerservice@handyliving.com

Parts – 1 Year Warranty: The furniture is warranted against defects in 
workmanship and materials. Items covered would be seam slippage, frame 
structural integrity, fit and finish of parts. Items not covered would be product 
abused by the user, normal wear and tear, stains or discoloration due to use, 
damage in any transportation. So�ening of foam is considered normal wear and 
tear and is not covered by warranty. Warranty is for PARTS ONLY and does not 
include transportation and labor costs associated with any warranty claim.


